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Abstract— Cooperative MIMO can achieve higher energy sav-
ing and lower delay in distributed systems by allowing nodes to
transmit and receive information jointly. In this paper, we develop
a new MAC protocol for enabling packet transmissions using
cooperative MIMO. The paper also develops analytical models
for evaluating the packet error probability, energy consumption
and packet delays associated with the proposed MAC protocol.
The analysis is validated against simulation results using the NS-
2 simulator. Our results show that the proposed MAC protocol
has lower delays and lower energy consumption as compared to
regular point to point MAC protocols.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) typically consist of a
large number of energy constrained sensor nodes with limited
on board battery resources which are difficult to recharge or
replace. Protocols for WSNs are thus required to be energy
efficient. Multi Input Multi Output (MIMO) systems [1] have
been studied intensively in recent years due to their potential
to dramatically increase the channel capacity and reduce
transmission energy in wireless fading channels. Sensor nodes
using MIMO techniques would require lower transmission
power to achieve the same bit error rate (BER) as point to point
communications. However, using multi-antenna techniquesdi-
rectly in sensor networks is impractical because of the limited
size of a sensor, which can only support a single antenna. If
cooperative transmissions from multiple nodes are allowed, the
transmissions and receptions from antennas at different nodes
can be used to construct a system fundamentally equivalent
a traditional MIMO system. Cooperative MIMO schemes
have been proposed for WSNs to improve communication
performance in [2]. In the cooperative MIMO scheme, multiple
single-antenna nodes cooperate on message transmission and
reception for energy efficient communications.

While cooperative MIMO has the ability to improve the
performance of WSNs, the distributed operation of sensors
is a big obstacle in achieving the cooperative transmissions
and receptions. The complexity of coordinating the actions
of distributed nodes limits the practical use of cooperative
MIMO in WSNs. Further, the energy and time spent in
setting up the collaborative transmissions may diminish the
performance gains of MIMO operation if the MAC protocol
is inefficiently designed. To address these issues and make
cooperative MIMO transmissions feasible with a high degree
of improvement over point to point communications, this paper
proposes a new MAC protocol. The protocol is applicable for
scheduling cooperative MIMO transmissions in both wireless
ad-hoc networks and distributed WSNs.

The contribution of this paper is that we develop a new
protocol to facilitate cooperative MIMO transmissions and
develop extensive analytic models to evaluate its performance.
In this new MAC protocol, the transmission is separated into
multiple steps and the source and destination nodes cooperate
with neighboring nodes while transmitting and receiving. The
performance of the protocol in terms of its transmission
error probability, the energy consumption, delay performance
and channel capacity are also analyzed. We show that the
proposed cooperative MIMO MAC protocol can outperform
point to point communications at low transmission powers.
Our analysis has been verified by extensive simulations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II de-
scribes the related work and section III presents the proposed
MAC protocol. Analytic models to evaluate the proposed MAC
protocol are presented in section IV. Validating simulation
results and comparison with point to point communications
are presented in Section V. Section VI concludes our paper.

II. RELATED WORK

The fundamental task of MAC protocols is to schedule
transmissions from stations sharing the same channel and
prevent collisions. MAC protocols for WSNs, because of
energy constraints, also need to consider energy efficiency.
Most current MAC protocols for WSNs use sleep-wake cycles
to reduce the energy consumption because idle listening in
wireless nodes is a major source of energy wastage [8].
However, sleep-wake schemes may not be appropriate for
some applications because of the long packet delays when
data arrive during a node’s sleep state.

Current point to point communications use two major types
of MAC protocols: contention based and collision free. In
WSNs, the most popular contention based MAC protocol is
SMAC [3]. In SMAC each node follows a sleep-wake cycle. In
the wakeup state, each node first synchronizes with its neigh-
bor nodes and then exchanges any information that it may
have. The sleep state is used to reduce the energy consumption.
For the collision free MACs, the LEACH architecture is widely
used [4]. In such mechanisms, sensor nodes in a geographical
region select a node amongst them as the cluster head and all
other nodes are leaf nodes, and can only communicate with the
cluster head in their cluster. Inside each cluster, clusterheads
use TDMA to communicate with leaf nodes. Lower energy
consumption can be further achieved by using sleep periods
after the intra-cluster data transmission [5].

Cooperative MIMO needs several nodes to cooperate with
each other for each data packet transmission. Thus the MAC
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Algorithm 1 Cooperative MIMO MAC Protocol
STATE: IDLE : node is idle and listen to the channel
if Packet ready to sendthen

go to algorithm 2
end if
if receive RTS packetthen

go to algorithm 3
end if
if receive BCASTdata packetthen

go to algorithm 4
end if
if receive BCASTrecv packetthen

go to algorithm 5
end if

protocol needs to consider the state of multiple distributed
nodes. Although SMAC is distributed and uses the CSMA/CA
mechanism [7], it is unable to coordinate cooperative trans-
missions of the same data from multiple nodes. Clustering
architectures such as LEACH [4] may also be extended for the
cooperative MIMO operation in [6]. However the centralized
architecture leads to energy wastage in cluster maintenance
and also introduces additional coordination delays when a
packet needs to be cooperatively transmitted by one node in
the cluster.

In contrast to existing literature, we propose a distributed
MAC protocol for cooperative MIMO transmissions. The
protocol is easy to deploy and is shown to perform better than
traditional point to point protocols.

III. PROTOCOLDESCRIPTION

The MAC protocol proposed in this paper combines the
distributed implementation of CSMA/CA type MAC proto-
cols with the cooperation advantage of cluster based MAC
protocols. The RTS/CTS mechanism is used to establish the
connection between the source and destination nodes and
clustered communications are used to transmit data. We do
not use the sleep state in our MAC protocol to ensure that
cooperative nodes are available when a node has to transmit
or receive and also to satisfy the delay requirements of time
critical applications.

The basic structure of the proposed protocol is given in
Algorithm 1. A node may respond to four types of events. In
case the node gets a data packet to send (i.e. it is the source
node), its operation is shown in Algorithm 2. The node starts
by sending a RTS packet to the destination after sensing the
channel is idle. If a CTS packet is received, the source first
transmits a copy of the data packet at low power so that nodes
around it also have the data and synchronizes them (using a
sending timer) to cooperatively send this data packet together
at a later time. If an ACK is not received for the data packet,
the whole process is repeated.

The operation of the destination node is shown in Algorithm
3. On receiving the RTS packet, if the channel is idle, it first
broadcasts a low power message to recruit its neighbors to help
in the reception. It then sends a CTS packet to the source node
and waits for the data packet.

Algorithm 2 Node is the source
STATE: RTS node sends RTS packet
if CTS not receivedthen

repeatSTATE: RTS
end if
STATE: BCASTdata send data to transmitting group with
low power; set sending timer
STATE: Data send MIMO data when the timer expires
if receive ACK packetthen

go to STATE:IDLE
else

go to STATE:RTS
end if

Algorithm 3 Node is the destination
STATE: BCASTrecv broadcast recruiting packet with low
power
STATE: CTS send CTS packet
if MISO data receivedthen

go to STATE: Collection
else

go to STATE: IDLE
end if
STATE: Collection set timer to wait for receiving group
nodes to send packet
if packet not received correctlythen

go to STATE: IDLE
end if
STATE: ACK send ACK packet
go to STATE: IDLE

Idle nodes on the sender’s side who receive a copy of the
data packet and synchronization message participate in the
cooperative MIMO transmission as outlined in Algorithm 4.
The sending group comprising of these nodes and the source
node transmit together when the sending timer expires. This
cooperative transmission from multiple nodes can be treated
as multiple transmitting antennas at each receiving node and
an equivalent MISO system can be constructed. Each node
in the cooperative receiving group receives the data packet
and forwards it to the destination after a random backoff,
completing the MIMO operation as shown in Algorithm 5.
The destination does the final decoding of the packet based
on all the received copies of the message from its cooperative
nodes.

IV. PERFORMANCEANALYSIS OF COOPERATIVEMIMO
MAC PROTOCOL

In this section we first develop a model for evaluating
the packet error rates with cooperative MIMO transmissions
and then present models to evaluate the packet delay, energy
consumption and channel capacity.

A. Bit Error Rate

In this section, we develop the BER,pb, in cooperative
MIMO networks. The packet error probability,pp, can be
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Algorithm 4 Cooperative sending node
STATE: Cooperative Sending nodestransmit data packet
when sending timer expires
go to STATE: IDLE

Algorithm 5 Cooperative receiving nodes
STATE: Cooperative Receivingset expiration timer
if MISO data packet receivedthen

go to STATE: Collection
else

go to STATE: IDLE after expiration timeout
end if
STATE: Collection send data to destination after random
backoff
go to STATE: IDLE

easily derived from the BER. If no FEC codes are used, the
relationship betweenpp andpb is given by

pp = 1 − (1 − pb)
L (1)

whereL is the frame length in bits. In regular point to point
communications, the data errors are generated at the path
from the source to the destination. However, data transmission
errors will be generated from two factors in cooperative
MIMO: from the sending group to the receiving group and
from cooperative receiving nodes to the destination. Sincethe
cooperative sending nodes will not forward the data packet if
it is corrupted, the error from the source to its neighbors will
not be considered.

Theoretical BER in a wireless channel is a function of the
signal to noise ration (SNR) which is given by

SNR =
Pr

PN
=

EbRb

N0B
(2)

wherePr is the reception power,PN is the noise power,Eb is
the reception power per bit,N0 is the noise power density,Rb

is the data transmission rate, andB is the bandwidth. Higher
transmission power will increase the reception powerPr, so as
to increaseEb. In the contention based MAC protocol 802.11b,
Rb = 2Mbps, andB = 2MHz, so SNR = Eb

N0

× 1bps/Hz.
In our model, the error is generated from two steps: from

sending group to the nodes in receiving group and from the
receiving nodes to the destination node. In cooperative MIMO,
the cooperative sending nodes use the same amount of power.
Since space-time codes are not used, each sensor node will
send the same data packet to each node in the receiving group
at the same time. A combination of these transmissions will
be detected at each receiving node which can be considered
as a MISO scenario. The error rate for cooperative sending
to the receiving nodepeM 1

will be related to the power
summation from multiple signal transmission paths. Because
different fading characteristics may occur in different signal
transmission paths, each sending node will have a different
effect on the receiving node. In addition to thepeM 1

in each
route, the error from one receiving node to the destination

pepp(dst) will also contribute the overall route error. The error
rate in each route is given by

pe = peM 1
+ pepp(dst) − pepp(dst)peM 1(recv) (3)

The data packet flows arrive at the destination node from
multiple routes. We use a simple decision rule at the destina-
tion node when multiple data packets are received: the decision
will be made according to the most reception routes giving the
same results. For example, in a scenario with three receiving
routes in the receiving group, if more than one node gives
the same reception, this reception will be taken as the right
reception. In case of a tie, the destination node will take its
own reception as the right reception. If each receiving node
in the receiving group has the same BER, the BER in the
destination node after the reception from theN nodes forming
the reception group is:

peM N
=

N
∑

i=N/2

(

N

i

)

pi
e(1 − pe)

N−i (4)

The error rate function depends on the modulation, channel
coding scheme and channel model. To illustrate the derivation
process, we consider the case of BPSK modulation under
Rayleigh fading channel without using space time or channel
codes. Other modulation and coding schemes or channel
models will show the same trend. In the Rayleigh fading
channel with BPSK modulation, the BER for a receiving node
is

p̂e(γb) = Q(
√

2γb) (5)

where γb is the SNR at specific time. In point to point
communications it is given by

γbpp =
Ptλ

2

dαN0
(6)

where Pt is the transmission power andd and λ are the
distance and fading gain from the sending node to the receiving
node. The path loss constantα is between 2 and 4. The PDF
of γbpp is

p(γbpp) =
1

¯γbpp
exp

−

γbpp
¯γbpp (7)

and if we assumeE[λ2] = 1, then the value of ¯γbpp is

¯γbpp = E[λ2]
Pt

N0dα
=

Pt

N0dα
(8)

The mean value of the BER is then

pbpp = E[Q(
√

2γbpp)] (9)

Using the Chernoff bound

Q(
√

2γbpp) = p(x ≥
√

2γbpp) ≤ e−γbpp

E[Q(
√

2γbpp)] ≤ E[e−γbpp ] (10)
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The moment generating function ofγbpp is

Φ(S) = E[eγbppS ] =
1

S ¯γbpp

pbpp ≤ E[e−γbpp ] = Φ(−1) =
1

1 + Pt

N0dα

(11)

If there areM nodes in the sending group that send the same
message, the BER at each node in the receiving group can be
obtained from Eqn. (5), and the SNR is given by

γbM =

M
∑

i=1

λ2
ij

Pt

N0dα
ij

=

M
∑

i=1

γij (12)

whereλij , dij andγij are fading gain, distance and SNR from
node i in sending group to the nodej in receiving group.
AssumingE[λ2

ij ] = 1, the PDF ofγij is

p(γij) =
1

γ̄ij
exp

−

γij
¯γij (13)

γ̄ij = E[λ2
ij ]

Pt

N0dα
ij

=
Pt

N0dα
ij

(14)

The moment generating function ofγbM is given by

Φ(S) = E[eγbM S ] =

M
∏

i=1

1

Sγ̄ij

pbM 1
≤ E[e−γb ] = Φ(−1) =

M
∏

i=1

1

1 + Pt

N0dα
ij

(15)

When nodes in the receiving group get a data packet, they
will forward it to the destination node. The BER in this path
can be modeled as a point to point transmission, which is
given by Eqn. (11). Using the result of Eqn. (3), the overall
error rate bound in each route consisting of the transmission
from the nodes in the sending group to the destination node
through one of the nodes in the receiving group is given by

pe =
M
∏

i=1

1

1 + Pt(mimo)
N0dα

ij

+
1

1 + Pt(dst)
N0dα

jD

−

M
∏

i=1

1

1 + Pt(mimo)
N0dα

ij

1

1 + Pt(dst)
N0dα

jD

(16)

wheredjD is the distance from nodej in receiving group to
the destination node, and the transmission power isPtdst.

Using the value ofpe from Eqn. (16) in Eqn. (4), we
obtain the overall BER at the destination node. In Figure 1,
we compare the BER of various systems. The corresponding
packet error probabilities can be easily obtained from Eqn.1.
The total transmission power of the cooperative MIMO system
was kept the same as the point to point system. Thus if the
transmission power in the1×1 system isPt, the transmission
power of each node in the2 × 2 and 4 × 4 system wasPt

2 ,
and Pt

4 respectively.
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Fig. 1. Bit error rate with different transmission power

B. Energy Consumption

Compared to a regular point to point CSMA/CA based
MAC protocol, cooperative MIMO MAC requires more steps
to complete a successful packet transmission. But it achieves a
higher successful packet transmission probability for a given
transmission power. In the other words, in order to get the
same successful packet transmission probability, cooperative
MIMO will require less power. In this section, we compare
the energy consumption of these two kinds of MAC protocols.

The energy consumed by a sensor node for communications
consists of two parts: energy spent on running the circuitsPc

and the transmission energyPt. While the same energy is
spent on running the circuits irrespective of whether the node
is transmitting, receiving or idle listening [8], the transmis-
sion energy is spent only during packet transmissions. While
comparing the energy consumption of point to point with
cooperative MIMO systems we can thus ignore the circuit
power and only compare the transmission energy consumed
by the nodes. This is because the circuit power of the nodes
in the point to point system that are not transmitting is the
same as that of nodes transmitting in the MIMO system.

MAC layer reliability ensures that if a corrupted packet is
received, it is retransmitted. For the regular CSMA/CA pro-
tocol, the energy consumed for an unsuccessful transmission
attempt isEu p = Erts + Ects + Edata pp, and that for a
successful attempt isEs p = Erts + Ects + Edata pp + Eack.
HereErts, Ects, Eack andEdata pp are the energy consumed
while sending RTS, CTS, ACK and point to point data.ppp

denotes the packet error probability which can be obtained
from the previous section. The expected energy consumption
is

Epp = (1 − ppp)Es p + ppp(1 − ppp)(Eu p + Es p)

+ppp
2(1 − ppp)(2Eu p + Es p) + · · ·

=
ppp

1 − ppp
Eu p + Es p (17)

where we have considered CSMA/CA without collisions as is
likely in sensor networks where loads are typically low.
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Consider a scenario withM senders andN receivers
involved in a cooperative MIMO transmission. The energy
consumption in a transmission attempt that is successful is
Es M = Erts + EBR

+ Ects + EBS
+ MEdata M + (N −

1)Ecol + Eack. In case the transmission is unsuccessful, the
energy consumed isEu M = Erts + EBR

+ Ects + EBS
+

MEdata M + (N − 1)Ecol. While Erts, Ects, Eack here have
the same meanings as in the point to point case,Edata M

is the transmission power for transmitting data.EBR
is the

energy which the destination sends the recruiting message to
its neighbors andEBS

is the energy which the source sends
the data message to its cooperative neighbors. Finally,Ecol

is the energy spent while the destination collects the message
from cooperating receivers. WithpM denoting the packet error
probability, the energy consumption of the cooperative MIMO
MAC for a packet transmission is similar to Eqn. (17), and is

EM =
pM

1 − pM
Eu M + Es M (18)

C. Packet Transmission Delay

As noted earlier, each packet transmission in cooperative
MIMO requires more steps which may increase the packet
delays. However, the reduction in the packet error probability
with cooperative MIMO reduces the incidence of retransmis-
sions which in turn reduce the packet delays in comparison to
point to point MAC protocols.

For point to point communications,Trts, Tcts, Tdata and
Tack are the transmission time for the RTS, CTS, data and
ACK packets. The time associated with a successful transmis-
sion attempt isTs p = Trts +Tcts +Tdata +Tack, and the time
for an unsuccessful attempt isTu p = Trts + Tcts + Tdata +
Twait, whereTwait is the duration for which the sender waits
for an ACK. The packet delay is then

Tdpp = (1 − ppp)Ts p + ppp(1 − ppp)(Tu p + Ts p)

+ppp
2(1 − ppp)(2Tu p + Ts p) + · · ·

=
ppp

1 − ppp
Tu p + Ts p (19)

For the cooperative MIMO MAC, in addition toTrts, Tcts,
Tdata and Tack as above,TBR

is the transmission time of
a recruitment message sent by the destination node,TBS

is
the transmission time required for the source node to send
the data packet to its cooperating nodes andTcol is the time
required by the cooperating receiving nodes to send the datato
the destination. The duration of a transmission attempt that is
successful is thenTs M = Trts +TBR

+Tcts +TBS
+Tdata +

Tcol + Tack, and the duration of an unsuccessful attempt is
Tu M = Trts +TBR

+Tcts +TBS
+Tdata +Tcol +Twait. The

expected packet delay is similar to Eqn. (19), and given by

Td M =
pM

1 − pM
Tu M + Ts M (20)

D. Capacity Analysis

The standard expression for the Shannon capacity is

C = Wlog2

(

1 +
S

N

)

(21)

whereC is the channel capacity,W is the bandwidth, andSN
is the SNR at the receiving node. In the point to point case,
the channel capacity is then given by

Cpp = Wlog2

(

1 +
Pt

WN0

λ2

dα

)

(22)

where Pt is the transmission power andd and λ are the
distance and fading gain, respectively.

We calculate the channel capacity of our cooperative MIMO
MAC in three steps. First, the channel capacity for the broad-
cast to form the sending group can be obtained by using the
SIMO channel model approximation. If there areM nodes in
the sending group withdSi andλi

2 being the distance and the
fading gain from the source to nodei in the sending group,
1 ≤ i ≤ M − 1, the capacity of this step is

C1 = Wlog2

(

1 +
Pt(src)

WN0(M − 1)

M−1
∑

i=1

λi
2

dα
Si

)

(23)

In the cooperative transmission step, all sending group
members transmit at the same time. Each channel is assumed
to be independent. So for each receiving nodej in a coop-
erative receiving group withN nodes, the channel is MISO.
Since the overall transmission power is the same as in point
to point communications, the channel capacity is

C2j = Wlog2

(

1 +
Pt

WN0M

M
∑

i=1

λij
2

dα
ij

)

(24)

where dij and λij are the distance and fading gain from
sending nodei to receiving nodej. The capacity in the second
phase is then

C2 =
N
∑

j=1

C2j (25)

In the third phase, data is collected from the cooperative
receiving nodes by the destination node. The channel capacity
for each path from nodej to the destination is

C3j = Wlog2

(

1 +
Pt(dst)λ

2
jD

WN0(N − 1)dα
jD

)

(26)

Since each cooperative receiving node returns the message to
the destination separately, the capacity in the third phaseis

C3 =
1

∑N−1
j=1

1
C3j

(27)

Combining the three steps, the channel capacity is

CCoMIMO =
1

1
C1

+ 1
C2

+ 1
C3

(28)

The channel capacity comparisons between the cooperative
MIMO MAC and point to point MAC is shown in Figure
2. At low powers, cooperative MIMO achieves much higher
capacity as compared to the point to point case.
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we validate our analytic results using NS-
2 simulations and compare the performance of the proposed
MAC protocol with point to point communications. Different
transmission powers result in different packet error proba-
bilities, and thus different retransmission rates. In order to
compare the performance fairly, we set the overall transmis-
sion powers of both protocols to be the same. So if the
transmission power of each sending node in a1 × 1 network
is Pt, the transmission power of each sending node in2 × 2
and 4 × 4 networks will be Pt/2 and Pt/4 respectively.
Since collisions also affect the performance of contention
based MAC protocols, we will only compare the performance
without retransmissions resulting from collisions.

Figure 3 shows the energy consumed by cooperative MIMO
and point to point communications for a simulation of 6000
seconds. The packet arrival rate was kept at 0.32 packets
per second in order to eliminate the effect of collisions. We
observe that the proposed MAC protocol leads to significant
energy saving at low transmission powers. This advantage is
nullified if the transmission power is increased since consider-
able energy is now spent on establishing the cooperative mech-
anism. However, sensor nodes are expected to operate with as
low energy as possible and in these scenarios, the proposed
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Fig. 4. Packet delay comparison in different networks

MAC protocol is superior to point to point communications.
Figure 4 compares the delays associated with the protocols

when the packet size is kept at1024bits. Defaults NS-2 values
were used for CSMA/CA (using 802.11) withTrts = 3.53e−
004sec, Tcts = 3.05e−004sec, Tack = 3.2e−004sec, Tdata =
0.006sec andTwait = 0.07sec. We also setTBR

= 6.9000e−
004sec, TBS

= 0.0077sec, andTcol = 0.0223sec in our new
MAC protocol. We note that the cooperative MIMO MAC has
lower delays when low transmission power is used.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a new cooperative MIMO MAC proto-
col for sensor networks. We also develop an analytic model to
evaluate the associated packet error probability or retransmis-
sion rates. These result are then used to evaluate the energy
consumption, delays and channel capacity associated with
the proposed MAC protocol. Simulation results are used to
validate our analysis and to show that the proposed MAC
protocol for cooperative MIMO achieves lower energy con-
sumption and packet delays over traditional point to point
communications at low transmission power regimes.
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